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Details of Visit:

Author: bassman
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 23 Jul 2021 11:30
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 240
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

The Agency's usual premises in Bletchley. Comfortable clean bedroom with shower avail just
opposite. Free car park right outside.

The Lady:

Mid 20's, Brazilian, curvy figure with long shapely legs, pretty with long jet black hair, olive skin with
a few discreet tattoos and nose ring, around 5ft 7-ish (though webpage says 5ft4?), welcoming and
friendly with cheeky grin.

The Story:

On arrival my room wasn't ready so had to wait in kitchen while maid ushered in other punters.
Never realised logistics she has to deal with to avoid punters crossing on stairs or entrance. It was
hot day so was relieved to see 2 industrial size fans on floor when shown to room.

As soon as Ria came in, we started off with lovely warm hugs and long snog which we soon moved
onto the bed. Noticed her cheeky grin and girly laugh as we got more into it . Though when she
started doing OWO it was way way too enthusiastic for me and asked her to be slower and gentler
but couldn't get her to understand. Then, she picked up her phone and asked me to speak into it -
wondered what was going on until I saw she had Google Translate to convert into Portuguese.
Seemed to work as she nodded knowingly - from then on her oral technique improved dramatically.
In fact it was exceptionally good with lots of long slow deep sucking and up/down shaft licking. And
combined it with some tantalising ball and inner thigh stroking with her nails which I really love as
I'm very sensitive there. Interspersed with more kissing as she played with my shaft. Very very nice.

Then break while I caught my breath. While she lay there I started to nuzzle, fondle & suck her
boobs which from sighs she clearly likes then explored all way down stroking her long shapely legs.
On way back, started to gently rub her pussy and then slowly finger her while mixing up with some
fleeting kisses again and sucking her nipples. Once again, her sighs of pleasure were great to hear.

After getting me hard again with quick HJ, on top for cowgirl. Really rides you and doesn't hold
back. And get to play/suck her boobs at same time so double whammy. Then all change for doggy
which is equally as good as you pump away but with my advancing years cant keep up as long as
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I'd like. Had another fab OWO and ball stroking from her before getting me to explode with HJ. Had
time for quick shower before seeing me off with last kiss.

Ria certainly does her best to make sure you have as pleasurable time as possible and made for
very enjoyable time. Her English is bit short in places however not an issue as it turned out to be
quite fun saying what I wanted into app and managed to learn a few choice words in Portuguese for
next time I meet latino lady.
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